
 

           Small portion of area constructed from differential lengths 
 
   
   

 

  A product of two differential lengths 

     

 

  The derivative of the area expression 

Task 2: Students readily applied polar coordinates. Kyle, Molly, and Lenny  
accounted for dA no longer being a simple square, and included the appropriate 
scaling factor. A fourth student, Oliver, used the full radius of the circle for his arc 
length, despite displaying the correct concept image for his dA construction. 

Due to attention or inattention to other ideas, students’ approaches to construction 
took on different forms despite each treating the differential area as a smaller chunk 
of area of the given region.  
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    Physical systems in electricity and magnetism (E&M), and the mathematical analysis of those 
systems in particular, typically involve vector calculus in non-Cartesian coordinate systems. Research 
on student understanding of mathematics in E&M found general student difficulties with setting up 
calculations and accounting for underlying spatial situations [1], difficulties with applications of 
Gauss’s and Ampère’s Law [1-6], and addressed student understanding of integration and differentials 
[7-10]. Few studies have specifically addressed differential vector elements and their construction in 
multivariable coordinate systems [11-12].  
  Given the significance of an understanding of differential areas to success on many E&M problems, 
we interviewed students in junior-level E&M to explore how they construct differential areas on 
typical problems (below). Interviews included two pair interviews (students B&H, D&V) and six 
individual interviews (J, K, L, M, N, O) at a northeastern US institution, and two pair and one individual 
interview (P&Q, R&S; T) at a western US institution. Interviewed pairs were given task 1; individuals 
worked on both tasks. Student pseudonyms correspond to their identifying letter (i.e., Jake for J). 
 Interviews yielded several concept images [13] of the differential area evoked across students’ 
integral construction.  
    

 

 Identification of student concept images / methods of dA determination 
 As part of a larger integration task, students commonly treated differential area as  

• a small portion of area constructed from differential lengths 
• the derivative of the area expression 
• the area of the region itself 

The particular solution method was independent of coordinate system, suggesting students’ 
methods for determining dA are detached from perceived coordinate system.  

 
 

 Most productive: dA as a product of differential lengths 
This was especially productive in polar coordinates, where students were not able to use  

aspects of the physical system to bypass defining a differential area. Other students used correct 
ideas pertaining to differential area but either had difficulty with the overall symbolic expression  
of individual differential lengths or inappropriately expressed area as a sum rather than a product. 

 
 

 Common incorrect focus: “Plugging in an area” in some manner 
Students incorrectly expressing differential areas most commonly focused on the final area of 

the given region, whether attempting to take a derivative to account for the need to integrate or 
forcibly inserting a function for the full area into the integral.  

This is most likely an artifact of generalizing common textbook problems with high symmetry,  
e.g., a Gauss’s law problem, in which they can “do it easy” by neglecting the vector nature of dA, 
and simply express the integral as a product of the field and the area of a Gaussian surface  
(e.g., Jake’s derivative of area response for task 2). Students’ use of area in this way is another 
example of overuse of symmetry arguments in problems where symmetry is not present [1-3]. 

 

 Results suggest that an explicit instructional focus on the construction of differential areas as 
the product of differential lengths in specific coordinate systems, even in high-symmetry 
situations, may help dissuade students’ overemphasis on a “plugging in the area” approach.  

 
 

Summary of Major Findings 

Results: Students evoked concept images of differential area (dA)  

Three students attempted to find the differential area by taking the derivative 
of the given area. This is consistent with the conceptual metaphor of the 
differentials as a machines [8], where d[ ] differentiates a function. While Tyler 
and Jake had difficulty deciding what to take the derivative with respect to, Percy 
used this as a way to arrive at the full area after integration. 
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Task 1: Students generally used Cartesian coordinates, attending more to the 
square shape of the loop rather than the magnetic field. Kyle, Molly, Oliver, and 
Tyler expressed either the idea of little changes of either variables or along axes.  

The dependence of the magnetic field on 
distance from the wire necessitates integration.  
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This is most easily solved constructing the 
differential area using polar coordinates.  

  A product of constant length with a change in one dimension 
This method was specific to task 1 and appeared in three interviews (D&V, J, L).  It 

accounts for the magnitude of the field only changing in one direction. Lenny developed the 
solution after struggling to define vector directions and plugging in an incorrect area. Jake 
tried to only integrate along ds, but changed methods when remembering flux includes area. 

Dan: [Explaining setup] da would be whatever our distance s 
is from the wire times l, so, the l doesn’t depend on s, 
so we just pulled the l out as a constant 

Lenny: …l dl in the n-hat… dl being the length to integrate the 
field over because the field changes with that length… If this 
was the distance away, so that would be like ds maybe. 

A sum of two differential lengths 

This concept image is highlighted by Jake’s finalized differential areas for both 
tasks. Since he states a need for two dimensions, this relates to an issue of symbolic 
expression where Jake uses summation rather than multiplication of terms. 

Jake: Actually no it will be drdq because it’s a surface area so I’ll 
need two dimensions that my dq is probably going to come in 
from my dq. Because I should have a differential area shouldn’t 
I? And a differential area should be drdq [writes dr+rdq]  

Jake: You can’t have a flux through a line. You have to have a flux 
through an area! da will equal ds+sdz and this is s-hat and        
z-hat…you want to know how much B is going through the 
differential area and the da is like a tiny portion of the square.   

Molly: Since it’s a square, Cartesian coordinates would 
just be the easiest to integrate over it. So that would 
just be like a little bit, like the differential area is just 
a little bit in the x and then a little bit in the y. 

Oliver: dy d[z] because I recognized Cartesian symmetry. It’s a 
box so I like to use box coordinates… And I chose these 
two because that’s just how I drew the coordinate axes. 

Kyle:…then da we get…one part of dl times another 
part of dl in whatever direction is perpendicular 
to the surface that we’re finding da for. 

Molly:…to create a differential area on this circle, we 
have we’d more a little bit ds and then we’d move a 
little df, which is, well a little bit in the f-direction. 
Which is sdf because of the arc length formula. 

The curling nature of the 
magnetic field optimizes 
cylindrical coordinates, but 
the flux can be solved for 
using Cartesian coordinates 
if students rewrite the 
magnetic field equation with 
the appropriate variable.  

Solution 

Solution 

Percy: …for the integral you still need…d something. I 
mean, what is your area? The area equals l2 so 
da equals… 2ldl… What we would do is say:  

“Oh look at this, what I have is integral of some dA. Well, what is 
the area of this? Oh, that's l2.”… That's what we would do. We 
would just recognize the fact that it's an integral of… an area 
element, so we take the area of the object and we'd do it easy.  

Tyler: [Attempting to justify recall of dA = rdrdq] Maybe, x 
and y is an area. So it’s x is rcosq, so let’s just say 
derivative of this. This is dA. Um, r2cosqsinq… It's 
drdq. Okay. So the operator d/dA would be dr on 
A? d/dq  on A? I'm a little confused.  

Jake:…Well, let’s see, the area of a circle is πr2. So we’ve got 
capital R2π and this is equal to q and now I want a 
dq… I think I want to take the derivative of this with 
respect to [r]... and then there is technically a dr. 

Set up an expression for 

the magnetic flux 

through the square loop.  

dAdq 

Given a circular sheet with a constant 

surface charge density, σ, and radius, R, set up 

an expression to solve for the electric field at a 

distance, x, far from the center of the sheet. 

 

 

  The area of the region itself 
 
 

Three students approached the tasks by attempting to insert the area of each region into 
the integral, corresponding to an inattention to the meaning of the differential as an 
infinitesimal quantity. Students typically experienced difficulty with other aspects of the tasks.  

Nate: …with dA when we’re talking about this, we’re talking 
about the area inside, so you’d think it’d be l2, but 
I’m never confident in my ability to figure out what 
da is…It makes sense to me that da would be l2… And 
so the bounds would just be [writes dxdy] 

Bart: The da is the area of the square…you want just the 
square loop. I mean, there is flux everywhere but 
you want just the square loop. This is B and this is l2.  

Lenny: … I could just say that da is 2l, but B isn’t constant across this axis so 
I don’t know how I would do that… It’s just literally B, I guess μoI 
times 2l if that was the area. … 

Interviewer: Let’s see if we can make sense of what da is in that equation. 
Lenny: I’m guessing it’s just this square area that it would be filled through. 

Nate approached both tasks using the full area for dA, then attached two differentials to 
account for what needed to be integrated over, consistent with the variable of integration 
resource for differentials (e.g., [8]). 

Lenny had difficulty understanding the vector nature of the problem, before correctly using 
the fact that the field magnitude only depends on the distance from the wire.  His use of 2l  is 
similar to Jake’s summing of differential lengths, since he treats area as the sum of two sides.  
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